Round 18 deadline for images is Friday
19 August 2022
Please
don’t forget that from now on submissions that do not fit into the specified
template will be rejected and if you submit entries at the last minute there
will be no time to correct them.

Image 01 - Leo Turner

Title: Calf hey Reservoir, for round 17
Camera: Nikon D 300s
Lens Nikkor: 18-70mm @18mm
ISO: 200
Shutter: 1/250 sec
Aperture: f/16
Taken on one of those unusual sunny days looking
East. Had to wait a while for the horse to move into a
good position. It did eventually. Un-tweeked.
uncropped, See I can take pictures without
Photoshopping them. ha ha.

Ian Bramwell: Why, I wonder, do I always expect an
element of devilment from Leo? Was the horse really part
of the original scene? Perhaps, but that’s something I’m
not sure about. (Also, I think the reservoir is Ogden
Reservoir which lies lower than Calf Hey reservoir – but
that’s not important). Apart from all of the preceding
speculation, this image is typical of the Haslingden Grane
area. But for myself, the colours are too saturated
causing the blues of the sky and water to look unnatural
(at least for Rossendale).
David Broadhurst: An excellent photograph of, l think,
the middle Grane reservoir. The horse is distracting and l
might have taken the shot just before it arrived and then
used a different crop to reduce the effect of the area of green field, which is no doubt why the horse is there.
Rick Cowley: A very pleasant and peaceful rural scene, with a nice combination of green hues and a lovely summer sky. Knowing Leo's Photoshop skills I
could quite readily believe he had inserted that horse into the picture, but we'll happily take this as one of Leo's rare untouched shots.
Phil Dennison: Lovely landscape by Leo, great composition with gorgeous colours. I never know with Leo though if he's serious or not as I can see Musbury
Tor in the background so there should be more woodland to the right hand side? Not convinced about the horse either! Some shenanigans afoot methinks!!!!
Dave Greenwood: Nice Landscape shot the wall forming a leading line into the image works as it should.
Colin Hubbard: A very obliging horse, it balances the image perfectly but was the water really that colour? If so I would be inclined to tone it down a little. Well
composed, nice colour, nothing burnt out and a full tonal range. What else would we expect from Leo?
Ian Loughlin: Great scene. Love the S curves.

Stefan Pankow: lovely photo. like the way the wall and res lead you through the photo
Phil Smith: There is lovely light and colour in this photo and there is a good use of the wall to take you into the photo. The horse does looked placed there even
if it is natural though! And something looks suspicious about the edge of the water too! But it is a nice composition that actually works with quite a lot going on.
Andy Spencer: A lovely picturesque scene. I saw this composition on the Saturday walk with the club an said the tree going through the reservoir just spoils it a
little for me. Also a little oversaturated for my taste but a it does make you want to be there.

Image 02 - Colin Hubbard Title: Tissington Well Dressings 2022
Camera: Canon EOS 600D
Lens: EF-S18-200mm at
various mm
ISO:200
Shutter speed: Various
Aperture: Various
Taken in late May at the second
day of the Tissington Well
Dressings. I’d intended to do a
full shot of all six wells but
details of just a few of them
resulted in more interesting
images. The tradition is reputed
to date from 1350 as
thanksgiving for the people of
Tissington escaping the
ravages of the Black Death.
The process is quite complex,
the wooden frames being
soaked in the local pond for a
week or so and then plastered
in clay. The decorative material
is then pressed into the designs
which have been marked out in
the clay. The main materials
are flower petals but they also
use grain, maize, pebbles and
egg shells. Zoom into King Tut
and you’ll see the shells in his
face. For those of you who
parked at Bolton Abbey recently
the Well Dressing car park
charges £3.00 all day which is
cheaper than using one of the
cycleway car parks!
Ian Bramwell: A colourful record
and montage of some of the
amazing Derbyshire Well
Dressings. Colin has arranged the subjects in a particular way, but the debate could be which image should
be in the dominant position? There would be lots of opinions dependent upon one’s viewpoint and
persuasions. Very interesting.
David Broadhurst: Another one of Colin’s unique photographs together with some interesting facts.
Rick Cowley: Another of Colin's fascinating combination images, that makes you want to linger over the
various constituent parts. It's a fascinating story and it's great to see the tradition enduring. Not sure what
polar bears or King Tut have to do with the plague or Tissington, but Colin's photo shows the 5 individual welldressings very well.
Phil Dennison: I'm really taken with this image, love the striking colours and artwork and the interesting social
history too. I could however have had the information regarding car parking a month or two earlier Colin!
Dave Greenwood: Sadly I am struggling to understand this multiple image image, but the write up as always
is interesting.
Colin Hubbard: For those unfamiliar with well dressings: The Peak District is largely composed of limestone
which is soluble in water and results in underground caverns (great for cavers) and springs (great for well
dressers). There is a tradition, I think unique to Derbyshire, to decorate the wells once a year, usually with
designs made from flower petals. Each village has its own date for its festival. On the next page I’ve included
an image of a complete well.

Ian Loughlin: Interesting shot. Demonstrates how much creativity and talent is out there.
Stefan Pankow: good record image in the usual colin way. well presented
Phil Smith: Excellent colours and sharpness and an interesting idea to combine the individual
photos into a collage. It’s good to see they’re all captured straight too. Sometimes it can be tricky to
get a shot perfectly straight and un-distorted.
Andy Spencer: Had to google this and still none the wiser really! As always well edited and put
together.
Leo Turner: As usual, good images from Colin of this old Tradition. Always well presented. I can’t
say I have much interest in this art form but nevertheless well done.

Image 03 - Ian Loughlin

Title: Amble fishing boats
Camera: Nikon D200
Lens: AF-S DX Zoom-Nikkor 18-70mm f/3.5-4.5G IFED
ISO: 100
Shutter speed: 1/125
Aperture: f/13
The shot was taken on a sunny morning in Amble,
Northumberland. The fishermen had been out from
before dawn and returned with their catches before
tying up their colourful boats and heading off home or
to the local pub or cafe. I could imagine them
celebrating a big catch or commiserating with each
other over a few sprats.

Ian Bramwell: This image is too saturated in my opinion.
Whilst the colours of the boats could be as they were (and
they look good), the blue of the water looks unnatural. I
think the placing of the boats in the composition is good
as they make a strong diagonal alignment.
David Broadhurst: A very colourful well framed
photograph. I might have darkened the two ropes to the
white boat and cloned out the part boat in the top left.
Rick Cowley: A great combination of colours and shapes, with the morning sun bringing them out very well. Good that you got the boats at a angle and not in a
straight horizontal line. Not sure I like the blue whatever-it-is at top left though.
Phil Dennison: I love the boat detail and vibrant colours Ian has captured in this image though I feel for me personally, it's a little too tightly cropped. I
appreciate that the boats are the main focal point in Ian's mind, however I'd like to see a little more of the quayside and setting. Great shot all the same.
Dave Greenwood: Nice colourful image of a scene that is sadly becoming less and less, a tad busy for my taste if im being honest, but well seen non the less.
Colin Hubbard: At first glance I thought that this was a photo taken on one of the Venetian islands. Lovely composition, simple and very colourful. I think that
this is the sort of image where you can ramp up the saturation and Ian has done it to great effect.
Stefan Pankow: amble fishing boats :lovely colourful image. well exposed

Phil Smith: Some nice colours and contrast in this shot, I do find the boat and bit of pier in the top left corner a bit distracting. I think the wall in the background
could maybe do with editing to darken it a little to bring out the boats even more.
Andy Spencer: A very nice, vibrant scene. The different colours of the boats lifts the image. The morning light isn't too harsh and a nice composition as well.
Leo Turner: Good colourful picture, well framed and interesting

Image 04 - David Broadhurst

Title: image0 (7)
Camera: Panasonic LX100
Lens: Fixed Zoom @ 11mm
ISO: 200
Shutter Speed: 1/400
Aperture: f/5.6
Walking alongside the Marine Lake in Southport from
north to south recently I hadn’t particularly noticed
the colour of the water. Passing underneath the road
bridge it changed and really did look that colour. (I
compared the camera screen at the time) It was
bright sun almost blue sky and very windy. Editing I
had to adjust the shadows and highlights and remove
distracting details as I do.

Ian Bramwell: As with previous images, the blue water
here looks oversaturated. The blueness of the water
does not reflect a similar blue tone of the sky. Apart from
all of that, the image shows an interesting viewpoint and
perspective of the scene.
Rick Cowley: An interesting shot with the blue water taking centre visual stage. The underside of the bridge is a bit too dominant for me, but I like the the
angled railings across the bottom of the picture.
Phil Dennison: I really like this shot. David's vantage point perfectly shows the contrasting blues from light to shade of the water and I like the train and pier
detail which adds additional colour and interest to the image.
Dave Greenwood: Probably the shadow off the bridge creating that colour shift, just shows that you were paying attention though.
Colin Hubbard: Well taken in difficult lighting. No detail has been lost despite the extreme contrast of sun and shade. The over saturated water works well for
me as the image is more abstract than natural. It looks to be a little top heavy and I’d be inclined to crop out some of that bridge. What makes it for me is the
detail on the pier, especially that little train. I can remember our family day trips to Southport and riding on the pier train, then called ‘Puffing Billy’ which, I think,
was actually driven by steam. To get to Southport we would travel along the East Lancs Road, then experimentally constructed in concrete sections, (der-dum,
der-dum, der-dum), and we would pass at least one Pickfords transporter taking a huge steam engine from the Horwich loco factory to Liverpool docks and
onwards to one of our colonies. Thanks for the memories David!
Ian Loughlin: Like the colour of the water. Not too sure about the subject matter though.
Stefan Pankow: nice photo exposure handled well

Phil Smith: I struggled to work out what the subject of the photo was here. I think maybe the road train on the bridge, in which case it could do with being
closer? On the other hand, the idea of framing it could work but I think the path in the foreground is a bit distracting. The exposure, colours and detail are all
good.
Andy Spencer: I like the 16:9 crop of this although I think it could've been cropped slightly tighter? There isn't really focal point in the image perhaps the train
and people could be if the crop was slightly tighter? I do like the blue colours of the water though.
Leo Turner: Interesting colourful shot of the Marine Lake at Southport. I think I may have reduced the amount of the underside of the bridge(Pier) and a person
leaning on the railings towards the left would have offered a point of interest.

Image 05 - Andy Spencer Title: Ladybird
Camera: Nikon Z6
Lens: Nikon 105mm 2.8 Z Micro
ISO: 800
Shutter speed: 1/250
Aperture: f/14
This was taken at Brockholes last week while doing
some macro photography after work. Using F14 got
most of the shot in focus and it was handheld. The
ladybird was well separated from the background and
I managed to get to eye level with it so it created a
nice clean background. Edited firstly in Topaz
DeNoise to remove a little noise and sharpen the
image. Then in Lightroom I used the basic tab to do
the usual universal edits and added a selective mask
to add some texture and clarity to the ladybird and
plant to bring some more detail out. It was cropped
as well and a slight vignette and bobs your uncle.

Ian Bramwell: This a good shot by Andy. The
composition is great, and the skilful post processing has
produced a very natural looking image that doesn’t look
overworked at all. A most commendable image.
David Broadhurst: Excellent and pin sharp as usual.
The subject (ladybird) is a little small in the frame.
Rick Cowley: Another amazing and stunning natural history image from Andy. You ought to turn professional! The eye to eye contact with the ladybird is really
arresting. Very sharp and well positioned in the frame. I like the plant it's sitting on too. Did you count the number of spots on the creature? - there are different
types of ladybird according to the number of spots they have, apparently.
Phil Dennison: As ever with Andy, another beautifully sharp, detailed wildlife shot. Getting eyelevel to the ladybird adds another level to the image as other
'insect' shots I have seen previously are always taken from above the insect. With this shot you can see the Ladybird's face detail. Fabulous image!
Dave Greenwood: As always a nice sharp handheld image, I would have like to see it edge on but cool shot considering the size of this thing.
Colin Hubbard: Once again a stunning shot from Andy. To get such pin sharp detail, hand held and without focus stacking is remarkable. I might be tempted to
crop the top and left a little to put the insect closer on the thirds but why mess with perfection?
Ian Loughlin: Great macro. Would it benefit from having a darker background or more bokeh?

Stefan Pankow: super image by andy, well taken and processed
Phil Smith: Another fantastic photo from Andy. Excellent detail as always, and colours and a lovely super smooth background. I think it may be another comp
entry!
Leo Turner: Nice crisp shot of this tiny insect. I like the blurred background but I think a slightly higher camera position would show a bit more detail of the
insect.

Image 06 - Rick Cowley Title: The snapper snapped
Camera: Canon 100D
Lens: Sigma 18 -250mm @ 76mm
ISO: 100
Shutter speed: 1/250
Aperture: f8
Taken at the end of a very cold winter’s day at
Pennington Flash nature reserve near Wigan. I was
drawn to the glorious sunset and the silhouettes of
the family (one with a camera! – hence the title)
walking alongside the lake. I know the brilliant white
reflection of the sun’s rays on the water dominates,
and I did try to tone it down a bit, but I still quite like it
though.

Ian Bramwell: Scenes such as the one here have
always challenged the dynamic range of both film and
now digital sensors. It is a very well observed scene
(now becoming Rick’s signature?) but the line of the
sun’s reflection across the water has no detail at all and
for me that is too distracting. If you cover that line with
your thumb, I think the image looks better. It wouldn’t be
possible to bracket expose this shot as the people are
moving. However, in post processing, it would be
possible to add detail into the overexposed area by
cloning and perhaps adjusting the exposure in that area
to give a semblance of the sun’s reflection. Also taking a photograph in the RAW format sometimes allows detail to be retrieved in overexposed areas of the
image.
David Broadhurst: A warm sunset photograph. This is familiar, when l am out with my camera l am often trying to catch up. Not much you can do with
reflections.
Phil Dennison: Gorgeous sunset image captured by Rick. Love the catchy title and I don't mind the white reflection across the water as it's as nature intended! I
feel it's central position in the frame highlights in some way to my eye, the striking silhouettes of the family.
Dave Greenwood: I would have waited a few seconds longer before I pressed the shutter, that would have excluded the tree which in my humble opinion
makes this image left heavy, but a good shot.

Colin Hubbard: Great shot, great colours and a good title. Rick’s quite right
about the burnt out reflection of the sun and the sky. I guess this is fixable in
Photoshop if you can find the tool in the menu but I produced this version in
Affinity in less than 10 seconds. Yes, it still needs some work but it shows how
much can be improved if you know your software and its capabilities. There looks
to be a useful Wednesday evening session here.
Ian Loughlin: Beautiful atmospheric sunset.
Stefan Pankow: very nice image well exposed and the silhouettes and super
Phil Smith: A great silhouette shot from Rick. I love the haziness of the trees in
the background, and the way the sun is hitting the water. The colours are
fantastic too. The dad with the camera doesn’t really look like he’s with the others
some how!
Andy Spencer: Lovely winter scene well captured as you wouldn't have had
much time to get the shot. Well processed as well with such a big dynamic range
in the photo. A bit like the Burma bridge photo bit of a speciality for you!
Leo Turner: A nice silhouette of this family outing . I would have flipped the
image to have the tree on the right side to keep your eyes from leaving the scene
and the family walking into the picture instead of out of it. Good shot though.

Image 07 - Phil Dennison Title: Piggy back ride
Camera: Nikon D5300
Lens: Af-S Nikkor 18-55mm
ISO: 400
Shutter speed: s/1000
Aperture: f5.3
In my Loveclough garden back in lockdown around
August 21, I noticed several snails on my outhouse
roof whilst taking rubbish to the bin. I'd just got back
from a walk and luckily had my camera on me. I
watched the snails for a moment or two and saw the
smaller snail start to "climb" on the others shell. It
was fascinating and immediately reminded me of my
children and more recently Grandchildren wanting
piggy back rides back in the day. The smaller snail
just looked as if it had clambered aboard his Dad's
back and was about to say "Wheeeee!" It was a lucky
macro moment, that I had my camera (albeit my
normal lens attached) and I'd been there the very
time this happened. It was an auto focus shot, this
one being the best of half a dozen shots! To get the
fine detail and colour in the shells and bodies of the
two snails, I tweaked the contrast, saturation and
added a touch of sharpening. I'm pleased how it
turned out!

Ian Bramwell: A most apt title! The focus and the depth of field is good. Was a shutter speed of 1/1000s necessary for these slow movers? I would suggest
looking at reducing the applied contrast and saturation settings to see if the image looks more natural.
David Broadhurst: What an interesting photograph. Sharp and very colourful, well seen. The out of focus dark edge at the bottom of the photograph is
distracting. Most of it could be cropped out without seriously effecting the spacing of the photograph.
Rick Cowley: One to rival Andy's picture! A great shot - very sharp and good colour and clarity, with the background nicely blurred. One of those lucky moments
when you're in the right place at the right time - AND have your camera with you. Very well captured,
Dave Greenwood: Well seen and caught nice n sharp and exposed well, what happened next was Saxa salt deployed?
Colin Hubbard: Very well taken! The detail is remarkable for such a wide aperture which I guess Phil used to blur the background. With a sharp background the
snails wouldn’t have been so clear. It’s almost like 3D. Excellent.

Ian Loughlin: Amazing detail and great colours.
Stefan Pankow: like this image well taken and exposed and seen
Phil Smith: A great shot from Phil, giving a macro look without a macro lens. Excellent detail in the snails with a nice depth of field for the tail to start to blur
away as well as a nice smooth background. Again excellent colours too!
Andy Spencer: Did you need 1/1000 of sec shutter speed for a snail! :-) only joking! Nice and sharp apart from the antenna and tail which happens a lot in
macro/close up shots but it doesn't detract from the image. Lovely detail in the snail and shells. Usually like a clean background but I think the greenery adds to
the image.
Leo Turner: Good sharp shot of the snails The small one most likely doesn’t know it’s on the back of another snail and wonders why it’s still moving. I find the
blurred front edge a bit distracting and I would have darkened it somehow to form a base for the picture.

Image 08 - Dave Greenwood Title: Shifting sands
Camera: Canon 5d mk3
Lens: Canon 70-200 F4L @ 70mm
ISO: 125th second (???-Ed)
Shutter speed: 1/160
Aperture: f/11
This was taken on Luskentyre Beach on the Isle of
Harris, if anyone has never been then get yourselves
up there, you will be amazed. This particular image I
almost stood on it, the shapes in the sand reminded
me of windswept trees bending in the wind. When
your out and about with your camera always
remember to look up, behind and down as you never
know what is there as a scene unfolds around you.
Yep this image is damned simple, basic and lazy but I
love the abstract nature, the complexity of the
patterns created in nature, once these have gone
they will never be seen again, its a snapshot of a
scene frozen in time created by nature that will be
destroyed by nature, on our evolving and changing
Planet, that itself will one day be destroyed.

Ian Bramwell: I really like this image. I enjoy looking at
the tiny landscapes and abstract patterns that are all
around us in nature. Dave has observed this sand pattern
and aptly related it to windswept trees (he’s getting quite
poetic in his advancing years!). For me, these abstract
subjects are something to be explored.
David Broadhurst: What can you say, well seen. Most of us would have trodden on it (by accident). Perhaps cropping some from the top and a little from the
bottom would help.
Rick Cowley: I never knew our Chairman could be so philosophical! A very well seen and caught image. I agree entirely about the shapes looking like
windswept trees, It's always worth looking down when on a sandy shore - you can see all sorts of wonderful shapes as Dave has seen here. Great picture. Print
it and hang it on your wall.
Phil Dennison: This fabulous abstract image illustrates perfectly the wonder of nature as Dave states. An image never to repeated the same again! I love the
texture and warmth of this shot and well seen!

Colin Hubbard: Yes, been there in the caravan just short of the sands. Truly magnificent and the detail well captured by our chairman. I’ve tried these sand
patterns but not to such good effect as this. Maybe it’s my eyes but when I look at these sand patterns I see them in 3D, proud of the background, even though I
know perfectly well that they’re indentations. Well done Dave, very simple and very effective.
Ian Loughlin: I’ve seen a few of these recently. Very well seen shot. Nature imitating art?
Stefan Pankow: well seen. goes to show you have to look in every direction when out taking photos
Phil Smith: I love this from Dave! It looks just like a tree branch has been covered in sand. Great composition and excellent colours and detail as you would
expect from a 5D with an L lens attached!!
Andy Spencer: Really well seen this think most people would've walked past it. The sand creates a really nice texture to the image and I can see the windswept
trees. It leaves a lot to the imagination which means you end up looking at it for a while seeing different things.
Leo Turner: An interesting well seen shot, I like the windswept tree analogy . a good Abstract shot. Well taken.

Image 09 - Ian Bramwell Title: Gordale Beck
Camera: Withheld
Lens: Withheld 16-35 f2.8 at
(not given)
ISO: 100
Shutter speed: 1/20
Aperture: f/6.3
This area of Gordale Beck is
comprised of a narrow gorge
with a stream running through
and shady woods alongside
where banks of wild garlic, also
known as ramsons, coat the
woodland floor in spring. For
this photograph I wanted
everything to be sharp from
front to back. The nearest
foreground part is little more
than 12 inches from the camera
lens, so even with a small
aperture the desired depth of
field wouldn’t be possible. To
get the depth of field I wanted, I
took a series of four
photographs. For the first
image I focused on the nearest
point, for the second and third
images I refocused
progressively through the
scene and finally focussed on
the rocky limestone outcrop for
the fourth image. My camera
was mounted on a tripod and to
ensure all images had the
same exposure the camera
was set to manual mode. The
four images were focus stacked
using Adobe Camera Raw with
the resulting combined image
edited in Photoshop and
Lightroom. I can easily
remember the heady aroma of
the wild garlic whenever I look
at this photograph.

Ian Bramwell: I regularly calibrate my computer monitor using a device that produces a colour profile that
ensures the monitor presents colours as accurately as possible to industry standards. With several images in
this round, some colours look oversaturate and therefore false. When looking at a photograph, the main
colours that have to look natural are skin tones, the greens of foliage and the blueness of the sky and its
reflection in water. Increased saturation of other colours in a scene may not be apparent to the viewer.
Perhaps this is something that should be investigated.
David Broadhurst: An interesting photograph and technique. Very sharp. The technique would be something
appropriate for a club practical night.
Rick Cowley: A great image, made all he better by the jiggery-pokery (to use a technical term) in getting
everything so sharp - clever stuff! I can smell the garlic from here! What about doing a demo of the technique
when the club starts meeting again?
Phil Dennison: Gorgeous, clever image by Ian. Lovely warm colours, crystal clear and sharp and you can
almost smell the wild garlic!

Dave Greenwood: A good example of focus stacking, wild garlic is always good to do Ian has controlled his highlights well in this image .
Colin Hubbard: I’m so impressed with this that I really must give it a go. I’ve used focus stacking many times on macro images but never on landscapes. As
ever with Ian the image is perfectly balanced, has just the right amount of saturation and a full tonal range.
Ian Loughlin: Interesting shot. I too can almost smell the garlic!
Stefan Pankow: lovely image and well exposed and processed. i can just smell the garlic
Phil Smith: We seem to have some really great photos in this round and this from Ian is another! Excellent use of focus stacking to get the whole image pin
sharp and a really interesting composition using the garlic to guide you into the stone int he background! Really good work.
Andy Spencer: Another lovely scene full of the colours and smells of spring and summer. The stacking has worked really well as the image is nice and sharp.
Leo Turner: An interesting focus stacking shot , well done. Commonly known as Ramson ‘it’s where Ramsbottom gets its name from ‘Ramson in the valley
Bottom’.

Image 10 - Stefan Pankow Title: HORNCLIFFE HOUSE BURY RD RAWTENSTALL
Camera: Nikon Z 6
Lens: NIKKOR Z 24-200mm f/4-6.3 VR
ISO 100
Shutter Speed: 1/160s
Aperture: f/8
drove past after leaving irwell vale, the tree caught
my eye. so i went back the day after. this is a hdr
blend of 5 shots.2 under and 2 over. processed in
affinity. used a pre-set in the tone mapping persona.
played around with different settings until i got what
i liked

Ian Bramwell: After years of neglect and a devastating
fire, Horncliffe Mansion has been reduced to a crumbling
edifice of its former glory; and one wonders how much
longer it will remain standing. The building has much
photographic potential but the possible viewpoints from
the road are challenging. In this image the main tree is a
little indistinct and blends too much into the building, but
what can be done? The sky looks to have no colour whatsoever in it. This could be a good example of a subject to return to again and again to see if weather,
seasons, and lighting could produce a different image.
David Broadhurst: Getting the house and tree all mixed up was no doubt intended. A little to the right gives a clear view of the house. It’s sad to see it in this
condition. Just a question about the verticals and the strange sky.
Rick Cowley: A very good shot, full of intrigue and interest. A great shame the building has got to this sorry state - but it does make a very interesting image! I
suppose I could quibble a bit about the right corner of the building not being fully vertical. Perhaps you could do a demo of the technique you used for the club
too.
Phil Dennison: Dramatic, spooky and gothic shot of this derelict manor house I know quite well. Stefan has created a great image that could be the opening
scene of a haunted house horror movie!
Dave Greenwood: Creepy record shot of the manor, looks a tad off centre? Have I seen a better mono you took of this place??
Colin Hubbard: I’m tempted to say that the sky is a bit over done here but having just seen the Sebastião Salgardo images in his Amazonia collection I’m sure
he would beg to differ. I think that the HDR process has given the tree and building such similar tones that they tend to compete with each other but an
impressive shot all the same.

Ian Loughlin: Lots of moody atmosphere. Really like the use of HDR to bring out the detail.
Phil Smith: A really atmospheric and eerie shot from Stefan! I love the drama in the clouds and the way the tree looks like it is trying to take over the house. I
wonder how it would look in B&W too? The house does look slightly sloping to the left though.
Andy Spencer: A nice eerie effect on this photo but I feel the composition is slightly off. Would like to see more of the house as it vies for supremacy with the
tree.
Leo Turner: Interesting picture, it’s a shame it has been left to fall into ruin.

Image 11 - Phil Smith Title: Lighthouse Noir
Camera: Canon EOS
5DS R
Lens: Tamron 100-400mm
f/4.5-6.3 Di VC USD
ISO: 100
Shutter Speed: 1/1250 sec
Aperture: f/6.3
This shot was taken on my
second visit to New
Brighton to shoot the
lighthouse at sunset. On
both occasions I was also
testing lenses. In addition
to taking many colour
photos, I also converted
this one to black and white
which seemed to fit and
hopefully is something a
little different for the
location.

Ian Bramwell:
David Broadhurst:
Personally l don’t like black
and white l keep wondering
how blue the sky and the
sea was and did the
lighthouse standing out white
against it. Could you have
got any lower and eliminated
the buildings in the distance
and did the lens pass it’s test
it looks sharp?
Rick Cowley: A good shot of
a famous New Brighton
landmark. Conversion to
monochrome has worked
very well here I think, and I like the contrast between the sunlit side and the shadow side of the lighthouse.
(Personal note: I come from Brighton originally and my first year at Liverpool University in 1966/7 was in digs
in New Brighton! The lighthouse, and Perch Rock Fort, were at the bottom of the street my digs were on, and I
passed the lighthouse each morning on my way to get the ferry (now sadly long gone) 'cross the Mersey to
Pier Head in Liverpool. And I'm still in Christmas card correspondence with my landlady, 56 years later!)
Phil Dennison: Crisp, striking image of this iconic lighthouse and setting at New Brighton. Lovely composition.
I really like the black and white 'film noir' effect Phil had chosen for the image.
Dave Greenwood: Ive done this lighthouse myself loads of times and its so difficult to get an interesting
composition, but that said its a good shot nice n sharp, highlights might be bordering on overexposed??
Colin Hubbard: A good attempt at a mono conversion. Everything is sharp and there’s a good tonal range on
the lighthouse itself with no burn out. The problem for me is that the sky and the lighthouse are similar tones
so one gets lost against the other. Looking at the histogram the majority of the image is bunched to the left
whereas that light band on the lighthouse shows as a long low line to the right. By applying a levels adjustment
from the right corrects this but burns out the left side of the lighthouse. This is easily fixed by applying a mask
to the adjustment. The building then pops out of the image.

Ian Loughlin: Monochrome brings out the best of the lighthouse. Good call given the relatively bland sky.
Stefan Pankow: nice image . suites black and white
Andy Spencer: Mono conversion has worked well here in what looks like a cloudless blue sky. Everything looks sharp and the light from the right provides goo
contrast on the lighthouse.
Leo Turner: Nice crisp shot of this lighthouse, I think it’s too central and may have merited from a landscape format with the lighthouse to the right, of the
scene,(and in Colour).

